# Lesson Plan 2: Business

**Objective:** The following is a lesson plan that informs company workers on the perks and advantages that a corporation can offer to individuals, as well as convince other companies to create their own BubbleShare accounts.

**Overview:**
- Bubbleshare can be used to create visual brochures to clients or workers about possible benefits they can receive by entering or buying from the company
- Pictures will be able to show benefits
- Give better appearance of company.
- More companies that have BubbleShare the easier it will be to share important photos between the companies.

**Materials:**
- Computers
- Benefit packages

**Procedures:**
1) Inform clients and workers that are benefits and perks for joining or buying into the company
2) Convince them by using BubbleShare photos about these perks
3) Talk about BubbleShare as a possible website for clients as well
4) Try to spread the word to as many companies and clients as possible.

**Grading:** When BubbleShare has grown and is more popular among companies the lesson will be over.